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Abstract
We present the work done by Elhuyar Foundation in the field of bilingual terminology extraction. The aim of this work is to develop some techniques for the automatic extraction of pairs of equivalent terms from Spanish-Basque translation memories, and to implement those techniques in a prototype. Our approach is based on a monolingual extraction of term candidates in each language, then the creation of candidate bigrams from both segments of the same translation unit, and, finally, the selection of the most likely pair of candidates, mainly by the use of statistical information (association measures) and cognates. In the first step, we use linguistic techniques for the extraction of term candidates. The result of our work is ELexBI, a prototype tool that can extract equivalent terms from Spanish-Basque translation memories. This work wants to be a contribution to corpus-based bilingual lexicography and terminology in Basque.

1 Objective
The aim of this work is to develop and apply techniques for the automatic extraction of pairs of equivalent terms from Spanish-Basque translation memories, and to implement those techniques in a user-friendly prototype. This work can be located in a wider research area. In fact, the extraction of equivalent terms from translation memories can be seen as a particular case of the extraction of lexical equivalences from parallel corpora.

In this first stage of development, the translation memories that we use as input are the product of translators’ work; that is to say, the alignment at sentence level is 100% correct. In future work, automatically aligned memories and parallel corpora aligned at document level will be used. As for the type of term equivalents we attempt to find, we deal with one-word and multiword terms which have noun-phrase structure. Furthermore, equivalences between one-word and multiword terms are also taken into account.

2 Extraction process
Different approaches have been proposed for the extraction of lexical correspondences from parallel corpora. Most of them are closely related to the task of word-level alignment. According to Tiedemann (2003) and Kraif (2002a, 2002b), we look at the extraction of lexical correspondences as a different but much related task.
The extraction strategy relies on the hypothesis that a given term has a single translation per corpus (Fung, 1998). As Somers points out (Somers, 2001), this condition is hardly fulfilled in real texts, but usually it is a good approach for many applications, specially in specialized domains. This hypothesis improves the precision of the extraction process because it helps blocking the indirect association that may occur. However, in a text where term variation is high the recall might be poorer. We will describe now the main steps of the methodology implemented.

2.1 Monolingual extraction of term candidates for each language

Extraction of Basque candidate terms is carried out by Erauzterm, a tool developed by Elhuyar and IXA (Alegria et al., 2004a, 2004b). Erauzterm uses linguistic and statistical techniques, and extracts NP structure candidates in their canonical (unflexioned) form, along with their morphosyntactic pattern, statistical measures and contexts. For the extraction of Spanish candidates, we use Freeling 2.1, an open source suite of language analyzers (Carreras et al., 2004). We chose an output based on a tree-structure of the sentence (Shallow Parsing), and we take as candidates all the noun phrases (<grup-nom>) from that tree. A problem we have identified is that only some prepositional phrases (<sp>) are attached to the NPs, while the rest are discarded. PP attachment is necessary to detect Spanish terms like televisión por cable or conexión a Internet. We have therefore attached all the <sp> elements to the preceding NP (even though we are aware of the amount of noise generated at this step).

As for the treatment of nested terms, Erauzterm decomposes maximal NPs into head and modifier, and selects them as candidates if they match a given pattern of the grammar. In the case of Freeling, we take the NPs that appear embedded in other NPs as candidate too. It has to be pointed out that a little imbalance occurs between monolingual extractions when bilingual candidates are generated, due to the different extraction criteria used by term-extractors.

2.2 Generation of bilingual candidates

In this step of the process we combine term candidates from both languages present in the same translation unit. The result is a set of pairs of term candidates or ‘bigrams’. Those bigrams are stored in a relational database which includes, among others, data about one-to-one candidate segments, LCSR, AM values... Nevertheless, at this point we don’t calculate LCSR and AM values. Those calculations are made within the corresponding step of selection process that we will explain in the next section.

2.3 Selection of equivalents

From the whole set of possible equivalent pairs, a selection algorithm chooses the ‘best’ ones. This is a ‘greedy’ algorithm that uses two heuristics and association measures to select and rank pairs of term candidates and it is based on competitive linking (Melamed, 2001) or meilleur affectation biunivoque (Kraif, 2002b). Firstly, we identify pairs of candidates in which the candidate of each segment is equal to the segment itself (or “one-to-one candidate segments”); for example, headings like Extracción de terminología / Terminología-erauzketa
("terminology extraction"); after that, we remove from the DB the rest of the bigrams which share a same equivalent. Secondly, we calculate LCSR for the remaining bigrams and identify the cognates whose LCSR > 0.8. For the calculation of LCRS among MW units, we have taken into account the component order; for example, the pair *Interneteko konexio / conexión a Internet* ("Internet connection") has a low LCSR if both terms are taken as continuous strings. In order to reveal the real cognateness, we calculate the value of LCRS for the two MW candidates as the sum of the LCRS values for single components of maximal LCSR value. We remove the bigrams as in the previous step. Finally, AM like MI, LR, Dice and t-score are calculated for the remaining bigrams, and the ‘best’ candidates are selected.

3 User interface

The user interface is designed as a corpus navigator that offers the user the possibility of navigating through the results (list of equivalent terms) in their contexts (translation units), and to validate and export the correct equivalences. Different parameters can be chosen to display the results: several AMs, different thresholds (AM, frequency, number of candidates).

Figure 1. User interface

The user can validate the correct equivalences and export them to a text file. All the equivalents of a candidate from the list can be displayed (R button). This information is use-
ful to interpret wrong ‘best’ equivalences that are a result of indirect association. For example, the ones that are related to the fact that some nested candidates in one language can yield higher AM values than maximal NP when term variation is involved.

For example, in the next figure we can see that the nested term dirección ("address") is proposed as an equivalent for helbide elektroniko ("electronic address"), but the Spanish terms used in the corpus are dirección de correo ("mail address") and dirección de correo electrónico ("electronic mail address"). Further refinement of monolingual extraction processes and selection algorithm should provide a better approach to this problem. At the moment, the user can select in the ranking list the correct equivalents for a given term.

4 Evaluation

A manually tagged translation memory from Euskaltel has been used as a reference for evaluation (10,900 segments; es: 153,163 words; eu: 110,165 words). Figure 3 represents the precision results for the first 5,000 selected pairs of candidates. The best results are obtained using LR (up to 80% precision).
Figure 3. Precision results for the first 5,000 best pairs of candidates

Precision results are quite good. Candidates pairs from single term segments are very reliable equivalents, and cognates with LCSR > 0.8 show very good performance; candidates with cognates in reversed order are extracted efficiently (see figure 4). Thus, the use of both heuristics in a greedy algorithm based on the single translation hypothesis is adequate.

Figure 4. Cognate extraction: candidates pairs with cognates in reverse order
However, the performance with association measures is more irregular than the previous similarity functions, due to the presence of indirect associations. Some of them are natural. Others are caused by the use of different term extractors that produce a little imbalance on the bigram extraction. Despite this problem, the use of monolingual term extractors is satisfactory for the detection of the equivalences between multiword terms or terms with different word length (1:1, n:m and n:n). The next figure shows the case of número de móvil / teléfono, "mobile phone number") and llamada en conferencia / konferentziadet ("conference call").

![Figure 5. Extraction of n:m pairs](image)

On the other hand, it should be noted that recall is not so satisfactory (50% for the first 5,000 candidates). This could be partly explained by the fact that the expected bilingual extraction recall is the product of both monolingual recalls. As Freeling's recall is 82% and Er- auzterm's is 85%, the maximum recall that the bilingual extraction could reach is 69%.

5 Conclusions and future work

ELexBI provides the lexicographer and terminologist with a basic tool for bilingual lexicon extraction from Spanish-Basque translation memories. Precision results are acceptable,
but to get better recall it is necessary to refine the linguistic techniques for the detection of candidates both in Basque and Spanish in the monolingual term extractors. In addition to this, the algorithm will be improved to extract more than one equivalent for each term. In this sense, we are now trying to integrate Giza++ (Och, 2002) in our extraction algorithm. In order to improve the precision level we plan to integrate heuristics which use other possible correlated information like morphosyntactic patterns and nesting-level information. Finally, with the aim of being fully operative for lexicographic or terminological work, further integration of the tool is needed (extraction edition, manual extraction, use of pre-existing bilingual lexical resources...).
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